Synapcus :PM
®

Project Management
Time pressure, lacking transparency and half- baked Controlling possibilities mostly lead to budget overruns,
postponements and a poor quality. Therefore, a professional solution for Project Management is essential.
Synapcus®:PM helps companies in the services sector or in Project Departments in production companies to
successfully and efficiently complete their projects. In this way, all the persons involved are released from administrative routine tasks. Furthermore, it contributes to reaching project goals controlled and in due time. With
experience of over a decade regarding large projects Synapcus®:PM provides you with the right instruments in
order to keep your projects constantly under control.

Why does your company need
Synapcus®:PM?
„Divide and Rule“ is one of the most important criterion within the project lifecycle. The more complex a
project, the more important it is to divide it into phases/
work packages. Synapcus®:PM supports you in correctly
creating the performance specifications and in determining milestones and sub budgets.
Compiling the perfect team is not easy. Besides cost
factors, Human Ressources availability and qualifications
are taken into consideration. Synapcus®:PM finds the
right employees, checks the desired capacity and provides you with cost estimates based on the actual hourly
wage rates. The „not nominated“ occupancy is also available.
Time is Money. All expenses that arise from the project
will be captured on previously defined work packages.
Thus, a Target/Actual comparison is possible at all times.
The hourly fee rate of an employee plays a great role not
only in the Planning but also in the Controlling. Performance levels, overtime hours and budget overruns can
be tracked both on project or enterprise level.

Your advantages:
1.

10 % discount on orders during the trade fairs

2.

14 days trial period without commitment

3.

Fully compatible with all tablet operating systems
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Project Management
Time goes by faster than you think
Scheduled deadlines and milestones for the project
operations, among others the prioritization of tasks,
the relationships and dependencies between the work
packages/tasks are represented in Synapcus®:PM
through an interactive GANTT Chart.
The work packages of a project are often in a temporal association with each other. Thus, e.g. a delay in the
planning phase can lead to general postponements or
handing over adjournment.
The project templates support the entire project
planning e.g. in terms of project participants, cost, tasks’
structure and scheduling.

Visualization creates better understanding
To preserve any time track is a real challenge for planning companies. A picture is worth a thousand words
- through various graphics, Synapcus®:PM presents the
key data of your project intuitively.
The modern drill-down options allow immersion in
complex controlling data and differentiated overview/
detailed perspectives. The simple bar display indicates
instantly problem areas of your project.
Profitability indicators as ROI or deviations to the
project are also part of Synapcus®:PM.

Sharing documents with external stakeholders
If so desired, Synapcus®:PM may grant specifically
access to other Stakeholder on information from your
project space (files, activities, reports), so as to reduce
the e-mail flood.
The project changes are no exception
Despite a clear order, often occurs in the project‘ lifecycle various changes for technical, financial or customer
related requirements. The integration of change management aims to increase the likelihood that projects
deliver the intended results and outcomes.
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